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EA: Basic Financials

• Share price (11/11/18): $87.66

• Market cap: $26.49B

• P/E ratio (TTM): 27.33x

• EV/EBITDA: 16.96x

• 5-year average ROE: 23.7%

• Interest coverage ratio (EBITDA/cash interest): 32.95x

• Net debt/EBITDA: N/A – EA carries net cash on its B/S

Financial data taken from FactSet.



1-Year Performance

Source: TradingView



Video Game Software Publishing Industry: 
Overview
• Video game software publisher – company that develops, 

markets, publishes, and/or distributes video games that can 
be played on consoles, PCs, smartphones, and tablets

• Three main players in U.S.: (1) Electronic Arts (EA), (2) 
Activision Blizzard (ATVI), & (3) Take-Two Interactive (TTWO)

• Other players: Bethesda Softworks LLC, Epic Games, Sony 
(SNE), and Microsoft (MSFT)

• Sales channels: (1) physical, e.g. mass market retailers, 
electronics specialty stores, game software specialty stores 
and (2) digital, e.g. PlayStation™ Store, Microsoft Store, 
Google Play, Apple App Store



Key Players (Comparative Analysis)

* EDITDA and sales growth represent 5-year CAGRs

• Main takeaways: Steady growth and low leverage

• EA boasts lowest P/E ratio of pure-play peers (i.e. ATVI and TTWO)

• All of these companies are down substantially over past few months



Video Game Software Publishing Industry:  
Old Model
• Performance of any game dependent 

on technical capabilities & computing 
power of its underlying platform (i.e. 
gaming console)

• When majority of software publishing 
sales were derived from packaged 
goods (physical media), industry 
operated under a purely “hit-driven,” 
cyclical model

• Volatile/lumpy revenues driven by 
upfront purchases of popular titles



Video Game Software Publishing Industry: 
New Model
• Greater emphasis on digital 

distribution

• Offers more opportunities for 
monetization

• Physical games -> games as a 
service (GaaS)
• “Freemium” model

• Downloadable content

• Microtransactions / loot boxes

• Season passes

Source: Ubisoft Q3 FY18 Presentation, p.12.



Video Game Software Publishing Industry: 
Trends to Watch
1. Greater console base with more stability due to rollout of premium offerings 

(e.g. PS4 Pro, Xbox One S/X, Nintendo Switch)

2. Improved market penetration as a result of continued uptake from non-console 
devices

3. Online software sales driving margin expansion

4. Incremental monetization opportunities brought forth by microtransactions and 
downloadable content

5. Long-term opportunities: eSports and subscription-based cloud services – yet 
to be “priced in” due to uncertainty about execution; still in early innings



Illustration: Greater TAM + Greater ARPU = 
Profit

Source: Financial Times. “Why investors need to rethink video game companies”. 13 Jun 2017.



Company Overview: Business Model

Licensing from Third-Parties 

In-House Development

Mobile and Tablet Games: 
Online Download Stores

Console Games: Digital Console 
Platform Stores

PC Games: EA Origin 
Subscription Service

Asia (Mobile & PC): Distribution 
Partnership w/ Tencent

Packaged Goods: B&M Retailers 
(e.g. GameStop)

Live Services
• Ultimate Team mode (FIFA, 

Madden, NHL)
• Microtransactions (e.g. loot 

boxes)
• Downloadable content (e.g. 

Sims expansion packs)
• Subscriptions (e.g. Battlefield 

Premium and Star Wars: The 
Old Republic)

• In-game and online 
advertising



Strategy

1. Protect hit franchises by: (1) producing new versions of current hits; (2) 
maintaining good terms with licensors; and (3) evolving in-game, player 
experience

2. Develop and/or acquire new franchises (e.g. Respawn Entertainment, GameFly, 
Industrial Toys)

3. Increase breadth of player base by: (1) driving repeat engagement and (2) 
penetrating new markets – aided by new geographies, distribution streams, and 
franchise offerings

4. Convert players to payers: dual benefit of monetization and greater 
engagement (e.g. Ultimate Team, unlocking new features via in-game 
purchases, VR gaming, eSports)



Why EA’s Business Model Works

STRENGTHS POTENTIAL WEAKNESSES

1. Established portfolio of hit brands accompanied 
by a loyal customer base 

2. Gross margin expansion brought forth by digital 
migration expands already-large R&D budget

3. Large cash position facilitates acquisitions of 
niche developers and potential disruptors

4. Long-term, established relationships with its 
licensors lead to high switching costs

1. Emphasis on hit brands can lead to 
concentration risk

2. Other software publishers might begin 
competing more aggressively for key licenses

MITIGANTS
• Switching to a new developer is a very risky 

proposition for any licensor (due to execution 
uncertainty, graphics changes, gamer backlash, 
etc.)

• EA’s reputation, size, and liquidity reduce the 
probability of it being outbid by competitors

Pricing power

High barriers to entry

Network effects



Thesis: Case for the Industry

• EA is a leading player in the video game software 
publishing space: an industry that faces an 
abundance of positive, secular trends. Gaming 
has gone “mainstream” and now spans multiple 
dimensions (see illustration to the right).

• Industry-wide revenues are expected to grow at a 
~10% CAGR through 2021. Rosy expectations are 
driven by numerous tailwinds, such as greater EM 
adoption (LatAm & APAC markets); increased TAM 
from mobile/tablet integration; ongoing in-game 
monetization efforts (recurring revenues at little 
to no marginal cost); and growing appeal for non-
traditional demographics.

Source: NewZoo. 2018 Global Games Market Report.



Thesis: Case for EA

• The “Big 3” publicly-traded gaming companies are all solid enterprises that 
warrant investment consideration at the right price.

• EA shares are down ~40% from recent highs (achieved during mid-July). Besides 
general market weakness, this decline can be attributed to (1) a one-month delay 
in the launch of ‘Battlefield V’ & (2) weaker than expected holiday guidance.

• We believe that this pullback is both excessive and driven by an overemphasis on 
short-term results. Over the long haul, EA’s fundamentals remain solid: bolstered 
by a platform of hit franchises with strong prospects for further monetization.

• Based on these factors, EA’s stock currently offers the best value in its industry.



EA Has Been Hit Harder than its Peers

8/30: Press release detailing 
‘Battlefield V’ delay 

7/27: Issued weaker-than-
expected guidance

Source: Yahoo! Finance Interactive Charting



An Unwarranted Casualty?

Source: CNBC.com

Source: SullyGnome - detailed Twitch statistics and analysis



Sentiment Shift, Not a Change in 
Fundamentals, Driving Pullback

Knee-jerk reactions: a recurring trend driven by Wall Street’s fixation with 
short-term results. All excerpts taken from Barron’s.



Catalysts: Shorter-Term
BFV outperforms extremely low expectations while market 

gains greater appreciation for  Anthem’s potential

11/20/18

2/22/19

Holiday performance not as weak as 
guidance suggests

Sources: EA 2Q19 Investor Presentation, EA 2Q19 Prepared Remarks, EA 2Q19 Earnings Call Transcript



Longer-Term Catalyst
Cloud gaming and subscription model continue to materialize -> possible multiple expansion (akin to Adobe) 

Source: EA 2Q19 Investor Presentation, p.3; Barron’s Cover Story – “The Videogame Industry Reaches for the Cloud”.



Financials: I/S and CFS Visuals

Source: EA 2Q19 Earnings Call Transcript



Financials: Balance Sheet Strength -> 
Optionality
• Net cash balance of ~$1.89B (as of 2Q19)

• Current balance sheet structure grants EA with great deal of optionality:

1.) Buybacks at depressed price points

2.) Strategic M&A

Sources: EA 2Q19 Form 10-Q, p.33; EA 2Q19 Earnings Call Transcript 



Comps Overview

Takeaways:
(1) EA generates greater returns on both its equity and capital base than peers.
(2) EA dedicates a greater portion of its sales toward research & development 

(parallels capex in a software-intensive business).
(3) Current P/E and EV/EBITDA multiples do not fully reflect EA’s competitive 

advantages and superior return-generating capabilities.

Sources: Company Filings, FactSet Data



DCF Valuation

• We use an unlevered free cash flow approach to value EA.
• Debt is of negligible importance, as it makes up only ~3.6% of total capital.

• Even assuming near-term EBITDA growth of 5% and a WACC of 9%, only ~11% 
downside. High potential for asymmetric payoffs.

*Full model & assumptions compiled on separate Excel sheet; available upon request



Summary

• EA is an established, leading player in an industry that is experiencing a multitude 
of secular tailwinds

• Not as richly valued as its peers (i.e. ATVI and TTWO)

• Recent price pressure a case of “missing the forest for the trees,” or fixating on 
near-term guidance over EA’s fundamental strengths and long-term business 
prospects

• Allocation perspective: Tech currently makes up ~18.5% of BIG’s portfolio, versus 
20.7% for the S&P 500 Index (as of 10/31/18). Further, Tencent (TCEHY) 
represents our only exposure to the gaming software industry. Investing in EA 
thus enables us to (1) gain exposure to a pure-play gaming company while (2) 
remaining roughly equal-weight on tech.


